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[1] A distance-based regionalization model is developed for the estimation of
dimensionless flow duration curves (FDC) in sites with no or limited available data. The
curves are dimensionless because they are preliminarily normalized by an index value
(e.g., the mean annual runoff). The model aims at representing the FDC as a
nonparametric object rather than providing a parametric representation and trying to
relate the parameter values to basin descriptors. The regional approach considers the
(dis)similarity between all possible pairs of curves and uses distance measures that can
be related to basin descriptors, taken among geographic, geomorphologic, and climatic
parameters. The (dis)similarity between curves is computed using a predefined metric
based on a linear norm and produces a distance matrix. This matrix is then related, by
means of linear regression models, to analogous matrices composed of the difference
between all possible values of each descriptor within the set of basins. After
identification of significant descriptors, a cluster analysis is applied so that the basins
can be grouped together. Each region is supposed to be characterized by a single
dimensionless flow duration curve. The procedure is applied to 95 basins located in
northwestern Italy and Switzerland. The performance in the regional estimation is
assessed by means of a cross-validation procedure through comparison with ‘‘standard’’
parametric regional approaches based on two- and three-parameter models. In most of
the cases, the distance-based model produces better estimates of the flow duration
curves using only few catchment descriptors.
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1. Introduction

[2] The problem of estimating hydrological variables in
ungauged basins has been the object of intense research
activity in recent years [see, e.g., Sivapalan et al., 2003].
Regardless of the method used to perform such estimation,
the underlying idea is to transfer the hydrological informa-
tion from gauged to ungauged sites. When observations of
the same variable at different measuring sites are available
and are used for the estimation in ungauged sites, the related
methods are called regional methods. Regional frequency
analysis [e.g., Hosking and Wallis, 1997], where the interest
is in the assessment of the frequency of occurrence of
hydrological events, belongs to this class of methods. A
frequently used regional approach is the index value method
[Dalrymple, 1960] in which it is implicitly assumed that the
frequency distribution for different sites belonging to a
homogeneous region is the same except for a site-specific
scale factor, the index value (see, e.g., Hosking and Wallis
[1997] for details). Hence, the estimation of the distribution
for an ungauged site is obtained by separately estimating the

index value and assigning the site to an homogeneous
region, which entails assuming a dimensionless frequency
distribution (a growth curve) to the site under analysis.
[3] The frequency distribution is only one of the possible

information that can be transferred using a regional approach.
In this paper we deal with a specific descriptor of the
runoff distribution in a basin: the flow duration curve
(FDC). A flow duration curve represents the flow in a
stream rearranged to show the percentage of time during
which a discharge value is equaled or exceeded. Strictly
speaking this is not a probability curve, because discharge is
correlated between successive time intervals and discharge
characteristics are dependent on the season; hence the
probability that discharge on a particular day exceeds a
specified value depends on the discharge on preceding days
and on the time of the year [Mosley and McKerchar, 1993,
p. 8.27]. However, a flow duration curve is often interpreted
as the complement of the cumulative distribution function of
the daily streamflow values at a site. The FDC also provides
a graphical summary of streamflow variability and is often
used in hydrologic studies for hydropower, water supply,
irrigation planning and design, and water quality manage-
ment (a review on many applications is provided by
Smakhtin [2001]).
[4] The empirical FDC is constructed from observed

streamflow time series. These observations can have differ-
ent time scale resolution, although mean daily streamflow
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values are commonly used. The data are ranked in descend-
ing order and each ordered value is associated with an
exceedance probability F, for example through a plotting
position formula. If the FDC is constructed on the basis
of the whole available data set, merging together all avail-
able years of data, it represents the variability of flow over
the entire observation period. This representation is valid
when the data set is sufficiently long. A different approach,
introduced by Vogel and Fennessey [1994], is to consider
annual FDCs separately, i.e., to consider a different FDC
for each year when data are available [e.g., Claps and
Fiorentino, 1997; Iacobellis, 2008]. A parametric model
able to represent both the total and the annual FDCs for
gauged and ungauged sites has been proposed, for instance,
by Castellarin et al. [2004b, 2007].
[5] In the present work only total FDCs will be consid-

ered, adopting a nonparametric approach for their represen-
tation. The FDCs are modelled following the index value
approach, in which the flow duration curve Q(F) is the
product of two terms Q(F) = m q(F), where the index flow m
is the scale factor and the dimensionless total flow duration
curve q(F) represents the shape of the FDC. The present
work focuses on the regionalization of the dimensionless
curve, while the estimation of the index flow will not be
treated. In section 2 we describe the distance-based method.
This method is applied to a case study in section 3, where a
set of basins located in northwestern Italy and Switzerland
is investigated. The method’s performances against alterna-
tive parametric methods are finally checked in section 4.

2. Distance-Based Method

[6] Leaving aside the index flow estimation, the regional
FDC analysis can be divided into two parts: the formation
of cluster regions and the association of an ungauged site to
one of them. Concerning the first point, the curves are
grouped according to their similarity in terms of the basin
descriptors that better ‘‘explain’’ the shape of the FDC. In
standard approaches [e.g., Fennessey and Vogel, 1990;
Singh et al., 2001; Holmes et al., 2002], this shape is
represented in a parametric way. For instance, the coeffi-
cient of variation (CV) or the L-CV [Hosking and Wallis,
1997] of the curve can be used for this purpose. In this case,
the selected parameter is related to basin descriptors through
a linear or a more complex model. A regression analysis is
performed with different combinations of descriptors, and
those that are strongly related with the parameter are used
for its estimation in ungauged sites.
[7] In the distance-based approach proposed here we

consider the dimensionless FDC as a whole, without resort-
ing to statistical descriptors of its shape. This means that a
curve is not fitted by an analytical function, which would
imply a parametric representation of the FDC. The multi-
regression approach can still be used to study the (dis)sim-
ilarity between pairs of basins. The procedure is
synthetically described below as a sequence of logical steps,
while details are provided in the following subsections: (1)
for each couple of stations, a dissimilarity index between
dimensionless curves is calculated using a predefined metric
(section 2.1); (2) for each considered basin descriptor (e.g.,
area, mean elevation, mean slope, drainage path length, etc),
the absolute value of the difference between its measure in
two basins is used as the descriptor distance; (3) the

distances between couples of FDCs (and between basin
descriptors) are organized in distance matrices (section 2.2);
(4) a multiregression approach is applied using the FDC
distance matrix as the dependent variable, and the descriptor
distance matrices as the independent variables; this serve to
select the relevant basin descriptors (those associated to the
best regression model) (section 2.2); (5) in the resulting
descriptors’ space, stations with similar descriptor values
(small distances between descriptors) are grouped together
into regions through a cluster analysis (section 2.3); and (6)
the regional dimensionless flow duration curve is estimated
by taking the average of all the curves belonging to the
cluster, as in the ‘‘graphical approaches’’ reviewed by
Castellarin et al. [2004a, and references therein].
[8] Critical points of this procedure, discussed more in

detail in the following, are the choice of a suitable distance
measure for the dimensionless flow duration curves, the
identification of the best regression model between distance
matrices, and the choice of the method of cluster analysis
for the formation of the regions.

2.1. (Dis)similarity Between Curves

[9] Let Q*s be the sequence of Ns daily discharges in the
gauged station s, containing all the recorded values. Based
on these data the scale factor ms is first computed as the
average of the whole sequence. Then, the dimensionless
sequence q*s = Q*s/ms is rearranged in descending order and
each value qi,s, with i = 1, 2, . . ., Ns, is associated to its
exceedance probability (i.e., through the Weibull plotting
position)

1

Ns þ 1
;

2

Ns þ 1
; . . . ;

Ns

Ns þ 1

� �
: ð1Þ

The distance-based procedure proposed here is based on the
comparison between couples of curves: for this purpose it is
convenient the two curves have the same number of
elements. Since total FDCs have generally different lengths,
depending on the number of years they cover, we resample
them to make the curves comparable. For this purpose, we
resample the FDCs at the frequency values

1

365þ 1
;

2

365þ 1
; . . . ;

365

365þ 1

� �
; ð2Þ

obtaining a new representation of the FDC in the station s,
{q1,s, q2,s, . . ., q365,s}. Other sampling rates can be used to
better sample particular parts of the curves. In this work we
have also considered an alternative sampling method that
produces 365 equally spaced values in the z space, where z
is the normal reduced variate (with zero mean and unit
variance). Back transforming these values to the frequency
space, the 365 values are no more equally spaced but more
concentrated around higher and lower frequencies. Figure 1
sketches two curves with different number of elements
resampled with a constant and a z spacing in the frequency
axis.
[10] In our approach a measure of similarity between

curves (hereafter termed distance) is required. Given two
FDCs, relative to two gauging stations s1 and s2, constituted
by 365 elements each: {q1,s1, q2,s1, . . ., q365,s1} and {q1,s2,
q2,s2, . . ., q365,s2}, a simple measure of their dissimilarity
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can be defined as the ‘‘distance’’ calculated by the norm of
order 1,

ds1 ;s2 ¼
X365
i¼1

qi;s1 � qi;s2
�� ��: ð3Þ

The value ds1,s2 can be interpreted also as an approximation
of the area between the curves. The computation of the
distance according to equation (3) is exemplified in Figure 2
for two generic FDCs.
[11] If n is the number of sites where data are available,

the distance measures for each FDC pair are organized in a
n � n distance matrix like

D ¼

0 d1;2 . . . d1;n

d2;1 0 ..
.

..

. . .
.

dn;1 . . . 0

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA; ð4Þ

where the elements ds1,s2 are distances between curves
(calculated with equation (3)). Analogously, matrices like
(4) can contain distances between catchment descriptors (if
d1 is the value of the descriptor for basin 1 and d2 for basin
2, then d1,2 = jd1 � d2j). Since the matrices are symmetric
and with null diagonal values, after removing the redundant
values, only n(n � 1)/2 values per matrix are informative.
[12] The distance measure of equation (3) not only

depends on the resampling method but also on the ‘‘mea-
surement space’’ considered for the representation of flows.
For example, if the flows are transformed to provide a more
convenient representation of the FDC, the distances ds1,s2
are affected by the transformation. Three main representa-
tions of the FDC are considered in this work: (1) flow data
plotted versus their corresponding plotting position, (2) log-
transformed flows versus their corresponding plotting posi-
tion and (3) lognormal probability plot (log-transformed
flows versus normal reduced variate). There are no partic-
ular reasons to prefer a priori one of these representations,
therefore all of them are considered in the case study and
will be referred to as ‘‘linear representation’’, ‘‘logarithmic

representation’’ and ‘‘lognormal representation,’’ respec-
tively (see Figure 2). Three parametric functions will be
used in a traditional regional FDC estimation exercise in
section 4, for comparison to the distance-based procedure
developed here.

Figure 1. Comparison of dimensionless flow duration
curves: sampling points (a) with constant spacing in
frequency representation and (b) with a denser presence
on the FDC tails due to normal transformation.

Figure 2. Distance between two FDCs calculated follow-
ing equation (3). Shown are a pair of FDCs in three different
representation spaces: (a) the linear representation (flow
values versus exceedance frequency), (b) the logarithmic
representation in which discharges are log transformed, and
(c) the lognormal probability plot in which the abscissa is
the normal reduced variate z.
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2.2. Distance Matrices, Linear Regression,
and Mantel Test

[13] In this section we show how to identify the catch-
ment descriptors that, thanks to their relations with the
FDCs, should be used for the formation of cluster regions.
A different distance matrix, hereafter DXi, is determined for
each descriptor, while the distance matrix for the dimen-
sionless FDCs is called DY. The relation between the
distance matrix DY and the various DXi is assessed using
a multiregressive approach. Note that the multiregressive
approach based on distance matrices is not used to estimate
FDC coefficients, but to identify the descriptors to be used
in the following step for region creation. We start consid-
ering a simple linear model:

DY ¼ b0 þ b1DX1
þ . . .þ bpDXp

þ e ð5Þ

with p as the number of descriptors involved, bi as the
regression coefficients and e the residual matrix. The best
possible regression is selected through the adjusted coeffi-
cient of determination

R2
adj ¼ 1� 1� R2

� � n� 1

n� p� 1
; ð6Þ

where R2 is the standard coefficient of determination [e.g.,
Kottegoda and Rosso, 1997], p the number of descriptors
and n the number of basins considered. The regression
coefficients and R2 can be computed in a standard way
[Legendre et al., 1994], that is to say that it does not matter
if the elements are organized in a distance matrix. However,
in the formulation of the adjusted coefficient of determina-
tion it is better to use the value n (the number of basins)
instead of n(n � 1)/2 that is the number of points involved
in the regression (namely the number of distance values).
This is due to the fact that the values inside the matrices are
not mutually independent. Dependancy has another signif-
icant impact on the method. In particular, the validity of the
tests used to assess the significance of the independent
variables (e.g., the Student t test) is affected. A different
significance test, as the Mantel test [Mantel and Valand,
1970], is then needed, which accounts for the nonindepen-
dence of the elements in the distance matrices.
[14] The Mantel test was originally proposed by Mantel

and Valand [1970] for analysis of correlation between
distance matrices, and since then it has been widely im-
proved and used with many different kinds of data. In fact,
distance matrices have been frequently used in the biolog-
ical and ecological sciences [e.g., Legendre, 1993; Lich-
stein, 2007]. The simple Mantel test [Mantel and Valand,
1970] is used to evaluate the significance of the linear
correlation between two distance matrices. This test is
performed computing a statistic (usually the Pearson corre-
lation coefficient) between all the pairwise elements of the
two matrices. Its significance is tested by repeatedly per-
muting the objects in one of the matrices, and recomputing
the correlation coefficient each time; permutations are
performed simultaneously exchanging the rows and the
columns of the matrices (e.g., if rows of indexes 2 and 10
are exchanged, also columns of indexes 2 and 10 have to be

exchanged (see Legendre et al., 1994)). The significance of
the statistic is assessed by comparing its original value to
the distribution of values obtained from the permutations,
which are considered as many realizations of the null
hypothesis of no correlation.
[15] The simple Mantel test can be extended to multiple

predictor variables to be applied in multiple linear regres-
sion models as (5). The extension has been introduced by
Smouse et al. [1986], discussed and improved by Legendre
et al. [1994] and recently applied in the ecological field by
Lichstein [2007]. Following the procedure of Lichstein
[2007] each matrix, after removing redundant values, is
unfolded into a vector of distances, and regression
is performed in the classical way. Then, a null distribution
is constructed permuting the elements only in the dependent
variable distance matrix DY. Similarly to what described for
the simple Mantel test, the rows and the columns of the
matrix DY are permuted simultaneously and each regression
coefficient is tested individually.

2.3. Cluster Analysis

[16] The proposed procedure serves for the estimation of
a FDC in an ungauged basin on the basis of curves relative
to other basins. Given a large group of candidate ‘‘donor’’
basins, we want to extract a subset of basins that have
geomorphologic and climatic characteristics similar to those
of the target site. The FDCs collected in these sites will be
used for the estimation of the unknown curve. There are
different regionalization techniques to choose the subset of
basins, for example leading to the formation of fixed regions
through cluster analysis [Hosking and Wallis, 1997; Vig-
lione et al., 2007b], or based on the method of the region of
influence (ROI) [Burn, 1990]. In this work we use the first
approach, selecting fixed regions by splitting the descriptors
space in nonoverlapping areas by means of a cluster
analysis. However, the generalization of the method to the
ROI technique is straightforward. The definition of the
descriptors space depends on the outcome of the multi-
regressive procedure described in section 2.2, that allows
one to identify a group of significant geomorphoclimatic
parameters.
[17] The cluster analysis method used here is a mixed

method in which the Ward hierarchical algorithm [Ward,
1963] is followed by a reallocation procedure that mini-
mizes the dispersion within each cluster. The Ward algo-
rithm is agglomerative; it starts with a configuration in
which each element is a cluster itself, and progressively
merges clusters in a way to produce the minimum informa-
tion loss, measured as the sum of squared deviation of each
element from its cluster centroid. We use the Ward algo-
rithm because it is able to generate compact clusters with an
evenly distributed number of elements. A disadvantage is
that it does not allow elements reallocation, so that the final
configuration could not be the optimal one. To avoid this
inconvenience, a reallocation procedure is applied in con-
currence with the agglomerative clustering. For instance, if
the Ward clustering yields a final configuration with k
clusters we compute the statistic

W ¼
Xk
i¼1

Xni
j¼1

D2
i;j

 !
; ð7Þ
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where Di,j is the Euclidean distance between the jth element
of the ith cluster and the cluster centroid, and ni is the
number of elements contained in the ith cluster. An element
is moved to another cluster if the new configuration
provides a lower value of W. The procedure ends when W
stops reducing after the reallocations, so that every element
of a cluster is closer to its center of mass than to the centroid
of the nearby cluster.
[18] The reallocation procedure leads to an optimal con-

figuration with k regions. A controversial point of the
procedure is the choice of the optimal number of clusters.
Usually, in regional analyses, the aim is to get the smallest
possible number of homogeneous regions, so that each of
them has a large enough number of elements. In this work,
the selection of the ideal number of clusters is done
investigating different k values and evaluating, for each
configuration, a quality index. This index is computed by
estimating (in cross-validation mode) the curves for all sites
by using the regional model (with a given k), and computing
the distance as in equation (3) where, in this case, s1 is the
measured curve and s2 is the estimated one. This distance is
adopted as an error measure and the overall mean error is
used as a quality index to select the number of clusters. This
method does not ensure that the clusters are homogeneous,
because no homogeneity test is explicitly used.
[19] After having subdivided the descriptors space in

regions, one can proceed to the estimation of the flow
duration curve in ungauged sites. For one such site one
must first determine the values of the descriptors selected in

the procedure of section 2.2. The descriptors at the unga-
uged site are entered as coordinates in the descriptors’ space
and the site is assigned to the cluster whose centroid is the
closest to the basin descriptors. The curves of all basins
belonging to the selected cluster will be used to build the
regional curve. This latter curve is simply estimated point
by point as the average of the values of q relative to each
duration for the curves belonging to the selected region, as
in the graphical approach described by Castellarin et al.
[2004a].
[20] The descriptors used in the cluster analysis are

preliminary standardized (i.e., converted into variables with
zero mean and unit variance). Standardization of raw
descriptors values avoids an unwanted weighting effect
due to the different measurement units. If the descriptors
are assumed to have different importance in the cluster
creation, a procedure can be adopted to give different
weights to each descriptor. Regression coefficients of equa-
tion (5) can be used to compare the relative effect of each
descriptor distance matrix, if the distance matrices have
been previously standardized: the greater the coefficient, the
greater the relative effect of its descriptor distance matrix on
the curve distance matrix, so that the coefficients can be
used as weights. This weighted clustering procedure will be
tested in the following sections by comparing it to the
standard unweighted clustering.
[21] After the regional curves have been determined, it is

necessary to evaluate if they can be considered significantly
different from each other, because otherwise the regions
should be merged. To assess if two regional curves are
significantly different, we use a procedure based on the
distances between curves. First, a reference distance is
computed as the median (or the mean) of the distances
between each empirical curve and the regional one. Then,
the distance matrix of the regional curves is computed and
all its elements are compared against the reference distance:
two regional curves are considered significantly different if
their distance is greater than the reference distance, other-
wise the two clusters are merged together. This procedure
is repeated until all the regional FDCs are significantly
different.
[22] Note that the reference distance and the distance

matrix of the regional curves depend on the representation
space on which the distances are calculated, hence different
results are expected using different representation spaces.

3. Case Study: Distance-Based Method
Application

3.1. Hydrological and Geomorphologic Data

[23] The application of the distance-based procedure for
regional estimation of FDC has been carried out in the R
statistical environment [R Development Core Team, 2007],
integrated for Mantel test and cluster analysis with the
nsRFA package [Viglione, 2007].
[24] Available data include 95 river basins located in

northwestern Italy (36 basins of Piemonte and Valle d’Aosta
regions) and in Switzerland (59 basins); the geographical
location of the gauging stations is shown in Figure 3. Italian
flow data derive from the publications of the former Italian
Hydrographic Service and include series lengths ranging
between 7 years and 41 years. Hydrological and geomor-

Figure 3. Geographical location of the gauging stations of
the 95 catchments considered in the study. Basins 1–59
belong to Switzerland, while the remaining ones are located
in the northwestern part of Italy, in the Piemonte and Valle
d’Aosta regions. For additional information see http://
www.idrologia.polito.it/�ganora.
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phological variables relative to Italian basins are included in
the widest CUBIST database [CUBIST Team, 2007] that
contain such data for more than 500 basins in Italy. The
catchment area of northwestern Italy basins ranges between
22 and 7983 km2, and their average elevation ranges from
494 to 2694 m a.s.l. Switzerland data are included in the
Reference Hydrometric Network (SHRN) provided by the
BAFU (Bundesamtes für UmweltSwiss) and include daily
streamflow series with a minimum length of 18 years and a
maximum length of 99 years. The catchment area of
Switzerland basins ranges between 7 and 616 km2, while
their average elevation varies from 475 to 2847 m a.s.l.
Geomorphological characteristics of each basin has been
obtained from a digital terrain model (about 90 m cell grid)
provided by NASA [2000] with automatic procedures orig-
inally developed by Rigon and Zanotti [2002] under a
GRASS GIS environment. For the complete list of basins
considered, whose codes are referred in Figure 3, and their
geomorphologic variables see http://www.idrologia.polito.
it/�ganora.
3.2. Procedure Setting

[25] Several linear regression models between distance
matrices have been investigated using relation (5). They are
built using different combination of (1) curve distance ma-
trices DY: the three representations described in section 2.1
and Figure 2 (linear, logarithmic and lognormal plot) are
considered and (2) descriptors distance matrices DX: all
possible combination from one to five descriptors have been
taken into account.
[26] Regression models are ordered in terms of Radj

2 values
and tested for significance with the multiple Mantel test,
with a significance level of 0.05. Furthermore, a test against
multicollinearity has been performed in order to exclude
variables with redundant information [Montgomery et al.,
2001].

[27] For the linear representation, best results are obtained
with four and three descriptors. Lower Radj

2 values arise
from simpler models with only two descriptors. In the
logarithmic space, the best model is again characterized
by four descriptors, but in this case simpler models with two
parameters have comparable Radj

2 . In the lognormal space
none of the solutions accepted after testing are based on
more than two descriptors. We decided to adopt models
with two parameters because of their higher robustness (see
Table 1). The Radj

2 values obtained with regression models
with distance matrices are very low, although the descriptors
result to be statistically significant. In this regard it is
important to remind that regressions are only used for the
selection of the suitable descriptors and not for direct
estimation.
[28] Table 1 shows the three best models for each

representation with two descriptors, where all the models
have been tested for significance of regression coefficients
with the Mantel test with a level of significance of 0.05. It
appears that, considering together the three representations
of different curve distance matrices, the most significant
descriptors are always the same: the minimum basin eleva-
tion (Hmin), the mean elevation (H), the mean hillslope
length (MHL), the mean basin slope (Slo) and the modified
basin slope (Pm, which is the ratio between the median
elevation and the square root of the area). A summary of the
range of these descriptors is reported in Table 2. This
suggests to adopt the same set of descriptors with all the
three representation spaces; Hmin and MHL has been
selected. The adoption of these two descriptors is coherent
with the typology of investigated basins. In fact, since we
are considering mainly mountain basins, the elevation
descriptor is expected to be relevant because of its strong
relation to snow accumulation and snowmelt mechanisms.
Similarly, the hillslope mean length provides a synthetic
description of runoff routing mechanisms.

3.3. Regions Definition

[29] The second step, after the choice of the suitable
descriptors, is to pool the catchments together with the
cluster analysis, as described in section 2.3. The procedure
is applied to both the weighted and the unweighed cluster
configurations. For all the three representation spaces, the
unweighed procedure often demonstrates better perform-
ances, while the weighted procedure leads to marginal, if
any, improvements that do not justify its use. Following the
criteria mentioned in section 2.3 and considering all the
three representation spaces, the suggested number of clus-
ters obtained for Italian and Switzerland data is four.
[30] This configuration is then checked, to assess if the

regional FDCs are significantly different, using the proce-
dure described in section 2.3 for all the three representation

Table 1. Regression Models With Two Descriptors That Well

Describe the Relationship Between Curve Distance Matrix and

Descriptors Distance Matricesa

Best Relation

Representation Space

Linear Logarithmic Lognormal

First H + MHL Hmin + MHL Hmin + MHL
Second Hmin + MHL Hmin + Pm H + MHL
Third H + Slo Pm + MHL Pm + MHL

aAll the models pass the Mantel test (significance of regression
coefficients) with a level of significance of 0.05 and the VIF test
(multicollinearity) with threshold equal to 5. The curve distance matrix is
calculated in three different representation spaces: the linear, the
logarithmic, and the lognormal.

Table 2. Brief Description and Range of Variation of the Descriptors Used by the Distance-Based Modelsa

Descriptor Definition Minimum Mean Maximum

H mean elevation of the drainage basin above sea level (m) 475 1665 2847
Hmin minimum elevation of the drainage basin above sea level (m) 82 839 1974
MHL mean hillslope length (m) 584.1 759.5 973.6
Slo average of the slope values associated to each pixel in the DEM of the drainage basin (%) 4 39.9 61.6
Pm mean large-scale slope (%) 0.8 15.7 50.1

aSee Table 1.
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spaces. The FDCs of the original four clusters cannot be
considered significantly different from each other, neither in
the linear space, nor in the other two logarithmic spaces.
Thus, for each representation space, the two most similar
clusters are merged together. The new configurations with
three clusters can be accepted in the linear space only.
Applying again the procedure for the logarithmic and
lognormal space we obtain two configurations consisting
of two clusters each. To select one among these different
configurations of clusters, we perform the following cross
evaluation: for each set of clusters (e.g., the one obtained in
the linear space), we check if the difference between the
regional FDCs is significant in the other representation
spaces (i.e., also in the logarithmic and lognormal spaces).
Based on this cross evaluation, we choose the configuration
with 2 clusters obtained in the logarithmic space, which is
represented in Figures 4 and 5. Hence, this latter configu-
ration will be used as the result of the distance-based model.
[31] The final regions obtained are shown in Figure 4.

Curves belonging to each cluster are grouped together and
the regional curves are derived as the average of all curves
belonging to the region. Figure 5 shows the regional curves
(black lines) obtained from curves belonging to the cluster
(grey lines) in the lognormal space. Although every curve
bundle appears to be quite wide, regional curves are able to
represent two characteristic behaviors. In fact, we can
observe an almost straight curve and a ‘‘S’’ shaped curve.
A quantitative representation of model quality and estima-
tion errors is reported in section 4, where a comparison
against some parametric methods is performed.

4. Comparison With Parametric Models

[32] The distance-based regional procedure developed in
this work is tested against some standard parametric regional

models. In general, the choice of the reference model is
not trivial and more than one function can be used to
describe the FDCs. For this purpose, a useful tool is the L
moments ratio diagram of Figure 6 [Hosking and Wallis,
1997] where one plots the LCA (coefficient of L skewness)
of each dimensionless FDC versus its corresponding Lkur
(coefficient of L kurtosis). The lines represent the domain of
the distributions over the LCA � Lkur space and can help one
to identify the distribution to be used. This approach has
been followed, for example, by Castellarin et al. [2007].
[33] In this work, the analysis is performed over a

database of 95 basins that have very different characteristics
in terms of LCA and Lkur, as Figure 6 shows. The scattering
of the points make the choice of the distribution rather
difficult. For this reason, different parametric models are
used for the comparison with the distance-based procedure.
[34] Each parameter q of a parametric model is related to

the catchments’ descriptors d by a linear model of the form

q ¼ a0 þ a1 � d1 þ a2 � d2 þ . . .þ an � dn þ e: ð8Þ

The first step is to identify a suitable regional model to
estimate the generic parameter for an ungauged station,
where q is previously estimated at each station s using a
suitable technique. The resulting parameters qs are then
related to descriptor data (raw data, not distances) for all the
catchments (not classified in regions) to identify a regional
model (regression) able to describe them. Many linear

Figure 4. Disjoint regions in the space of catchment
descriptors: Hmin is the minimum basin elevation and MHL
is the mean hillslope length. The dashed lines represent the
boundaries between the four clusters obtained before
merging the clusters whose FDCs cannot be considered
significantly different. The final two disjoint regions are
separated by the solid line.

Figure 5. Flow duration curves grouped by cluster (grey)
and corresponding regional curves (black).
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models of the form of equation (8) are considered and
validated with a Student t test followed by a multi-
collinearity (VIF) test and subsequently ordered by their
values of Radj

2 [e.g., Montgomery et al., 2001].
[35] The models considered here are the two-parameter

lognormal distribution (LN2), the three-parameter Pearson
type III (PE3) and the generalized Pareto (GPA) distribu-
tions. The lognormal model is represented by the relation

log qð Þ ¼ q1 þ q2 � z; ð9Þ

where z is the quantile of a normal distribution with zero
mean and unit variance corresponding to each flow’s
plotting position values. In the lognormal probability
representation, equation (9) is a straight line whose
coefficients q1 and q2 can be estimated with a least squares
linear regression.
[36] The GPA probability density function is defined as

f qð Þ ¼ q�12 exp � 1� q3ð Þy½ �; ð10Þ

with y = �q3�1 log[1 � q3(q � q1)/q2] if q3 6¼ 0 and y = (q �
q1)/q2 if q3 = 0, where q1, q2 and q3 are the location, scale
and shape parameter, respectively; the PE3 probability
density function is defined as

f qð Þ ¼ q� q1ð Þq2�1 exp � q� q1ð Þ=q3½ �
qq23 G q2ð Þ

; ð11Þ

where q1, q2 and q3 are the location, scale and shape
parameter, respectively, and G(�) is the gamma function. For
details about these distributions and for parameters estima-
tion we refer to Hosking and Wallis [1997] and Viglione
[2007]. The regional estimation of the models’ parameters
use the descriptors listed in Table 3, whose definitions

[Viglione et al., 2007a] are available at http://www.idrologia.
polito.it/�ganora.
[37] Our model and the parametric ones are all tested using

a cross-validation approach in which one station is consid-
ered ungauged and its data are removed from the database.
The models are then recalibrated using only the remaining
data, and the unknown curve is estimated. After this proce-
dure is repeated for all basins, one can compute, for each
basin, the error measure dMOD,EMP as the distance between
the estimated FDC and its empirical counterpart.
[38] The nonparametric FDC representation method per-

forms better than the parametric models for most of the
analyzed basins, independently of the representation space
considered. Figure 7 shows a comparison between the errors
dMOD,EMP calculated with the parametric and the distance-
based approaches. Each parametric model is able to well
describe only a subset of the studied basins (see Figure 6),
which is probably the reason why they demonstrate similar
and non excellent performances when applied to the whole
data set.

5. Conclusions

[39] The procedure for dimensionless flow duration
curves estimation in ungauged basins developed in this
work hinges on the concept of distance, that quantitatively
represents the dissimilarity between curves and catchment’s
descriptors. This approach, based on distance matrices,
allows one to account for a FDC as a whole object, avoiding
the description of the curve by means of a parametric
function. Moreover, no assumptions on the shape of the
FDCs is made. This is an important feature when one has to
manage at the same time curves described by a simple
geometry (e.g., almost straight lines in the lognormal
probability plot) and curves with more complex behavior
(e.g., ‘‘S’’ shaped curves). In fact, complex shapes can be
well described by a parametric model only using an high
number of parameters, that sometimes cannot guarantee a
robust parameters estimation.
[40] The results obtained by means of the distance-based

model (nonparametric representation of the FDC) applied to
our data set are comparable, and many times better, than the
estimation yielded by classical parametric models of the
same or greater complexity. These results are obtained on
the basis of only two descriptors, while the lognormal
model requires six descriptors for the assessment of two

Table 3. Descriptors Used to Estimate the Parametric Model’s

Parameters With Level of Significance and Variance Inflation

Factor Testa

Model Parameter Descriptors Student Test VIF Radj
2

Lognormal q1 asp, Cc <0.05 <5 0.12

q2 Xb, PLDP, slo, MHL <0.05 <5 0.17

GPA q1 Xmax, PLDP, slo, MHL <0.02 <5 0.28

q2 Ymin, IPS25, cos(or) <0.05 <5 0.54

q3 Xc, Yc, IPS50 <0.05 <5 0.39

PE3 q1 Xmax, PLDP, slo, Cc, MHL <0.02 <5 0.39

q2 Xc, Ymin, IPS100, Cc <0.05 <5 0.31

q3 Ymin, PS50 <0.02 <5 0.28

aLevel of significance is measured by the Student test.

Figure 6. L moments ratio diagram for the dimensionless
FDCs of the 95 basins (solid circles for Switzerland data
and open circles for Italian data). The lines indicate different
theoretical three-parameter distributions: generalized logis-
tic (GLO), generalized extreme value (GEV), generalized
Pareto (GPA), lognormal (LN3), and Pearson type III (PE3).
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parameters, and the PE3 and GPA models require 8 and 10
descriptors to estimate their three parameters.
[41] The main advantage of the method based on distance

matrices is its ability in dealing with curves. For instance,
the regionalization method proposed here could be improved

considering also ‘‘complex’’ catchment descriptors as the
hypsographic curve, or climatic information like the precip-
itation regime curve.
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